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We hope we will have a very full ‘in-tray’ each month!
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This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site. Some
of our information is derived from the internet and we try to acknowledge
sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible to trace
original sources with the limited facilities that we have and apologise
unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.

IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and
no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those
of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ ….
let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have
any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or
don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to

MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.
COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

You” or to the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
All article text and photographs are by the authors except for
images for “The Funnies” which are drawn from the internet
and are, with our apologies, original source unknown. Should
we, inadvertently, have infringed your copyright please accept
our apologies, let us know and we will publish an appropriate
acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.
AND FINALLY
This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional’ obligation to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

Your feedback on this change as to whether or not it has

EDITORIAL

made the intended improvement or created other,
It was great to meet so many readers of this Newsletter at

unforeseen, problems would be much appreciated. One

our annual exhibition recently and your compliments on the

article appears in single column format for comparison.

quality of this publication were much appreciated. Many of
you also commented on its layout and asked why we have a

Similarly, we now have another new feature that I must

two column format. Some also commented that they

admit I was ‘goaded’ into. Following several conversations

experienced some inconvenience of juggling with individual

(mainly about ‘techno-dinosaurs’!) with readers and

pages and re-sizing them to fit smaller screens.

recommendations as to how it might be achieved, we now
have additional information and video links!!

I listened.
I’m no technical wizard (as all readers will be well aware!)
The two column format was adopted so that each column

but even I have mastered the dark art of embedding URLs

could be read on a smaller screen - many of you download

(whatever they are!) into illustrations, text and photos.

onto ‘smart’ phones and tablets - without having to shift the

Without going into all the gory details, simply put - if it’s

page left or right to be able to read the text across the

printed in red or framed in red, simply click on the item

column. A full page width, single column of text would make

and you’ll whisked off through the ether to the relevant

the Newsletter almost impossible to read on a small screen

web address. And, NO, I don’t know how it works either

without some serious juggling! However, I have taken on

except that it has nothing to do with being red!! All I know is

board that the text is too small for it to be easily read without

that it works! ………… I hope.

re-sizing (zooming in on) the page. Consequently I have
increased the size of content text from 8 to 10 points and

Again, if you have any feedback or comments on this feature

hope that this resolves the problem. It should not make a

or have any suggestions of your own for links for future

great deal of difference to those of you who view the

issues of this Newsletter, please get in touch …….. I’m going

Newsletter on a computer screen but, I hope, should help

to need all the help I can get!

those of you using phones and tablets. It’s a compromise, I
know, but we simply do not have either the resources or the

That’s all from me, for now, in this column you’ll be pleased

skills to produce this Newsletter in multiple, dedicated

to know!

formats to suit every platform.
Time for you to explore this issue and, hopefully, enjoy the
read.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoint Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"
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…..AND IN THE BEGINNING
Ken Ball

My father, by chance, happened to know someone at a local
estate agents who offered us a 2 up and 2 down house on
Longacre Street which was not suitable for use as living
accommodation because it only had one entrance door and
was situated down an ‘entry’. Yes. ‘Elf and Safety was

Although Macclesfield Model Railway
Group was officially ‘founded’ in February 1954, five of us
were affiliated to the local Model Engineering Society and we
were known as the ‘small scale section’ as we were working

around even in those days!! The rent was 10 shillings (50p!)
per week payable monthly. Before we moved in, we found a
good home for the ‘Dublo’ layout - a member paid the rent
for a whole month as his purchase price!

on the first baseboard of a ’00’ scale layout. Due to space
restrictions in their workshop behind ‘The Dolphin’ pub on
Windmill Street, our baseboard, each Friday, was lowered
from the rafters to work on using a set of pulleys made by
the engineers! The process, at the end of each working
session, was reversed and the ‘layout’ hoisted up into the
roof space. I mentioned the first baseboard …… in fact
there was only one and we didn’t even have a layout plan!

At that time I was helping out every Saturday at the local
sports and toy shop - Arthur Whiting’s on Chestergate - who
had newly acquired the Hornby and Graham Farish agencies
and had a ‘Dublo’ train set working in his shop window. This
attracted much interest with customers and he ‘set the
wheels in motion’ to form a club and, with an advert from me

I had a narrow gauge layout in the small bedroom at home

in the ‘Model Railway News’ magazine in March 1957, we

and, as this was built in sections, it was ‘transferred’ to the

attracted interest from around the area to add to the 5

Club rooms where the engineers designed and built a new

members we already had. We had 18 members altogether,

subframe for it to rest on with four legs for support. The

including 4 ‘defectors’ from the Model Engineering Group.

layout itself was further strengthened and it was shown at

Our first meeting, 9 of us attended, was held in the
Conservative Club on February 28th 1957.

For the first couple of years we met in a room that was
behind the ‘Majestic’ cinema (now the ‘Revolution Bar’) until
the rather unstable gable-end wall was deemed too
dangerous to continue occupying the premises. Fortunately,
we were offered temporary accommodation in a large house
on High Street and we were given the ‘Dublo’ layout by
Arthur to maintain group interest.. By this time we had over
20 members including 2 from Leek, 2 from Knutsford and 1
each from Holmes Chapel and Congleton.

the Manchester show in the Corn Exchange in December
1960. It also featured in the ‘Model Railway Constructor’
magazine in June 1961.
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The Club’s original concept of building a four track, main line

December 1969 ‘Railway Modeller’. To recover the buildings

layout was quickly abandoned because of the lack of space.

after the show we simply washed them off with water!

A continuous ‘roundyround’ 00 layout with an
integral narrow gauge

The redevelopment of the

railway (Vale of Olwyn)

area saw us evicted from

was built instead and

‘our house’ on Longacre

was awarded the

Street but, thankfully, the

‘Visitor’s Cup’ at the

Town Council offered us

December 1962

space in the Community

Manchester Show. It also

Centre on Black Road.

appeared in the MRC

These facilities were more

magazine in November

spacious and enabled us to

1963.

build more than one layout at
a time.
Just one of the many buildings on ‘Butley Town’ that Maxonians might recognise

By this time Tri-ang ‘TT’ gauge was proving to be very
popular with members (I even had a shed full which included

During all this upheaval it was obvious that the Club would be

a 4 platform terminus and an MPD with turntable!) so it was

unable to exhibit any layouts of its own in the area so it was

obvious that the next layout would be 3mm scale. It was a

decided to exhibit the completed first stage of my own layout

main line with a through station, a branch-line concealing a 6

‘Butley Town’ on behalf of the Club. After its first few outings it

track fiddle yard with the main line doubling back on itself to

was extended to include another member’s layout

cross over the throat of the station. It was a very ambitious

‘Heybridge’. So popular was it that it even went to Oxford and

scene complete with automatic train control and signalling. It

Sheffield …… several times! Each time it ‘went out’, it

also Just one of the many buildings on ‘Butley Town’ that

appeared in a different format - first the terminals were made

Maxonians might recognise an animated filtration plant in the

into a through station and, eventually, the whole layout was

sewage works!! ……. And, yes, we even had electrical whizz-

turned into a continuous circuit.

kids in those days! The layout proved to be a huge success
on the exhibition circuit winning several trophies. It also
featured in the ‘Railway Modeller’ in November 1964 and April

Over the years, MMRG has been involved in visiting many

1965 and was billed as “a layout of superb character”.

exhibitions but, perhaps, one of the most unusual outings was
when one of our members layout was invited to the Easter
Show in London at Central Hall, Westminster. The layout was

The group also had a narrow gauge layout which was past its

a superb narrow gauge line built on a single 6ft x 4ft board

‘sell-by’ date so we decided to enter it for the Christmas Show

and our Chairman at the time had an estate car capable of

in Manchester as a snow-themed display. It was transported

transporting it. One of the instruction sheets for the show had

under wraps with such a veil of secrecy even the Exhibition

a request for us to provide a large clock to indicate operating

Manager was baffled. He was simply told to ‘trust us’!

times. We had to operate half hourly sessions with a 15
minute break in between each ……. this was to allow time for
the crowds (!) in front of the layout time to disperse so that

The snow effect was created using ‘Shavello’ shaving cream

others could view the exhibit!! This was not a problem.

as it was the only product during tests that lasted for three

However, the driver of the estate car having a ‘strop’,

days …. the length of the show! It was a huge success as it

‘chucking his dummy out of the pram’ and driving off home

was a first (snow scene) for the show and it featured in the

leaving us stranded was!
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VIDEO LINKS - simply ‘click’ on the picture to open the web address
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X2A2f6E5DI
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X2A2f6E5DI
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X2A2f6E5DI
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X2A2f6E5DI
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X2A2f6E5DI
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X2A2f6E5DI
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X2A2f6E5DI
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X2A2f6E5DI
NEVER COMPLAIN ABOUT POOR TRACKWORK AGAIN

https://youtu.be/9Qx-dmdrC3c
https://youtu.be/9Qx-dmdrC3c
https://youtu.be/9Qx-dmdrC3c

YOU READ ABOUT DAVID NICHOLSON’S WORK WITH
TRAIN DETECTION ON ‘GUPWORTHY JUNCTION’ - A
BEAUTIFUL 7mm SCALE LAYOUT - LAST MONTH.
HERE’S ANOTHER CHANCE TO SEE THE
ACCOMPANYING VIDEO (IN CASE YOU MISSED IT!). IT
REALLY IS WORTH LOOKING AT.

https://youtu.be/7EbrEjPjCq8
https://youtu.be/7EbrEjPjCq8
https://youtu.be/7EbrEjPjCq8
https://youtu.be/7EbrEjPjCq8
https://youtu.be/7EbrEjPjCq8
THANKS TO DAVE FENTON OF ‘MEGAPOINT
CONTROLLERS’ FOR THE VIDEO LINK

https://youtu.be/9Qx-dmdrC3c
https://youtu.be/9Qx-dmdrC3c
https://youtu.be/9Qx-dmdrC3c
- YOURS CAN’T BE THIS BAD!

Have you come across a video on your ‘travels’ around
t’interweb that you think other readers may be interested
in? If you have, then please send them in to me and they
can be featured on this page in future editions of the
Newsletter.

https://youtu.be/MRsJ_ehDTC8
All I need is the URL address. For example, the URL

https://youtu.be/MRsJ_ehDTC8
https://youtu.be/MRsJ_ehDTC8

address for ‘Gupworthy Junction’ above is:“https://youtu.be/7EbrEjPjCq8"

https://youtu.be/MRsJ_ehDTC8
https://youtu.be/MRsJ_ehDTC8
https://youtu.be/MRsJ_ehDTC8

That’s all I need!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)

TRAIN V BUS, TRUCK OR CAR ………… NO CONTEST!

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton,
Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427
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DCC EXPERIENCES, FAILURE ANALYSIS, INSIGHTS,

time was the ZIMO central station MX1-HS, which delivered

AND MEASURES

2 to 8 Amps to the tracks. That made me believe that I would

Udo Pfannkuche

have enough power to also operate all the track switches
and signals via the track feeders. Well, the power was really

Nowadays I control my model railroad with the Selectrix/

sufficient, but not the DCC digital signals, as I found out

Multiplex digital system which is mostly unknown outside

much later in a rather costly and disappointing way.

Germany. Let me tell you why I selected this digital control
system………

After connecting the ZIMO central station to my model
railroad layout I tested all functions with one locomotive.

DCC was developed and engineered by Mr. Bernd Lenz of

Everything worked as it should. I assembled my first heavy

the Lenz Company in Germany and, after Marklin had

freight train, assigned two of the big locomotives to haul it

refused to buy the license rights, Mr. Lenz brought his DCC

uphill and turned on the lights, sounds, and smoke units. The

system to the NMRA council in the USA. After their approval

train ran perfectly well. Then I wanted to operate some track

was given the DCC system spread all over the model

switches, but nothing happened. Surprised and confused by

railroad world as the most used (and standardised - Ed) model

this fact I pressed the function keys several times and

railroad control system. As the development was achieved in

suddenly one of the track switches responded to the digital

the late 1980s, this system lacked most of the features

commands. But all my efforts to operate the track switches

model railroaders demand today. These increasing function

reliably when trains ran were in vain.

demands led to adding more and more digital signal
packages which brought some difficulties that could not be
foreseen at the time of their engineering.

By reading a freshly launched digital model railroad
magazine I learned that the digital locomotive signals were
sent as often as it took the loco’s decoder to send back an

Some readers know that I once modelled two model railroad

acknowledgement signal. All digital commands to accessory

layouts in the scale 14 mm/ft / 1:22,5/G-Scale. Almost all of

decoder were sent three times and that was it! No

my steam locomotive models were equipped with two big

acknowledgement, no repetition, no control in any way that

Buhler motors, each drawing a max. 1,0 Amps and it was

the signals were properly received by the accessory

then I started to calculate to purchase the right digital central

decoders. But why?

station.

Motors generate sparks on their commutator contacts, where

My very heavy freight trains needed two of these twin motor

the graphite brushes conduct the electricity to the armature.

locomotives to be hauled uphill into my terminus station. By

These sparks fire backwards into the tracks and distort the

measuring the drawn current I knew these four motors drew

digital signals. That’s why the locomotive digital commands

about 3.8 Amps.

are repeated until an acknowledgement signal is received by
the central station. The engineers of the DCC software had

After the release of the ZIMO decoders type MX690 and
ESU decoders type LokSound XL 4.0 I calculated
backwards:
Sound output about 12 Watts at 10 Volts = 1,2 Amps

problems enough to send the, at times, very long locomotive
commands in an acceptably short time to the loco decoders.
That was due to the demands of the US model railroaders
who focus mainly on the proper operation of their
locomotives and less so on the accessory decoders. Thus

The twin motors at full load drew about 1,9 Amps
A smoke generator demanded approx. 0,8 Amps
And 11 LEDs needed 0,22 Amps
which totals in 4.12 Amps per locomotive. My necessary
double headed trains drew about 8 Amps when under full
load. The only easily available digital central station at that

the digital signal processing for the accessory decoders was
and still is rather neglected in the DCC system.
How to solve this problem?
I learned that it is wise to operate the locomotives via a
booster and connect the accessory decoders to a second
bus wire that was fed by a central station’s track output.
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Consequently I bought a smaller ZIMO central station to use

commands with the highest possible priority. Controlling four

it as the master station and the former MX1-HS became my

or five locomotive at the same time took away so much of

booster. Additionally I had to wire my layout with another pair

the central station’s capacity that it often lost track of the

of bus wires which supplied power to the accessory

accessory commands. Only when I switched off sounds and

decoders. Despite this new accessory decoder bus it

lights of most of the locomotives did the accessory signals

occurred rather often that the track switches did not respond

process in a reasonable time.

to the digital commands as they were intended to do or they
suddenly moved on their own, or so it seemed.
Further research was necessary to discover the problems.
The wiring was the source of many of these failures. Every
pair of wires that transport a pulsating electrical signal has to
be twisted. This twisting eliminates the tendency for the
capacitor effect and makes the pair of wires less prone to the
antenna effects of other wires and the tracks. Why, do you

What can we learn from these experiences?
Firstly wire at least TWO pairs of bus wires, or much better,
THREE pairs of bus wires; one pair of bus wires for the
locomotives’ signals, one bus wire pair for the accessory
decoders and the third pair of wires for the usual 15 or 16
Volt AC or DC current necessary to power the accessories
and relieve the central station of the stress of power supply.

think, are all the computer network cables twisted-pairs and

Keep the twisted pairs of wire at least approx. 50 mm apart

shielded cables? For exactly the same reason …. to avoid

and cross them at right angles wherever possible. Use a

the capacitor and antenna effects.

digital command station and a booster. The master central

What is the capacitor effect and what exactly is the
antenna effect?

station is to operate the accessory decoders and the booster
has to supply power and the digital signals to the track. A
better way is to employ two digital command stations, which

A capacitor stores electrical energy by two very thin metal

operate independently; one controls the mobile decoders,

foils which are wrapped around each other but remain

one all the accessory decoders and feed-back signals. Both

isolated. The electricity accumulates along the metal foil and

central stations should be connected to a computer with

is released when the capacitor is connected to a circuit.

software appropriate to control an entire model railroad

The antenna affect happens with every wire where pulsating

layout.
electricity flows. The electrical energy also generates electro-

Next thing to consider is the right size of the wires. Does

magnetic waves similar to that of radio or TV, which are

anyone of you know the ‘skin-effect’? I didn’t until recently.

received by other wires. Here digital impulses can become

The higher the frequency of electricity in a wire the more the

distorted by the overlaying external electro-magnetic waves.

power conduct shifts to the outermost surface of each wire.

Frustrated and disappointed with these weaknesses of the
DCC control system I started to twist all my pairs of wires,
but simultaneously I looked for other, better, or I should say,
more reliable model railroad digital control systems.

That means that not the entire wire conducts the electricity,
only the outer shell does. And that decreases the wire’s
cross section, important for transmitting high power
electricity without too much energy loss. I learned that, if a
wire is rated at transmitting 8 Amps at the usual 50 Hz

Although after having twisted all pairs of wire, feeding the

frequency from the domestic electricity network, it can only

digital commands via two independent central stations and

conduct about 3 Amps when the power runs through it at 16

bus wires, the railroad operation was much more reliable,

kHz…..and that’s the usual frequency of model railroad

very close to my satisfaction. Only one point remained, that

digital central stations! Considering this fact, it is wise to use

annoyed me:

big wires, probably with cross sections of 2.5 or even 4.0
square millimetres. It is best to use multi-stranded wires

When I operated four or five locomotives with sound, lights,
and smoke units turned on, the master central station had

because the copper strands increase the wire’s conductive
capacity.

problems in processing the accessory commands in the
allocated design time. It processed the locomotive

****************************************
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YEP…. THEY REALLY EXISTED!

https://youtu.be/B7xl6YyldeY

‘https://www.irsociety.co.uk/Archives/20/Overseas_8.htm'
‘https://www.irsociety.co.uk/Archives/20/Overseas_8.htm'

https://youtu.be/B7xl6YyldeY
https://youtu.be/B7xl6YyldeY
https://youtu.be/B7xl6YyldeY

‘https://www.irsociety.co.uk/Archives/20/Overseas_8.htm'
‘https://www.irsociety.co.uk/Archives/20/Overseas_8.htm'
‘https://www.irsociety.co.uk/Archives/20/Overseas_8.htm'
‘https://www.irsociety.co.uk/Archives/20/Overseas_8.htm'

https://youtu.be/Jn-K3Wk8Sts
https://youtu.be/Jn-K3Wk8Sts
https://youtu.be/Jn-K3Wk8Sts
https://youtu.be/Jn-K3Wk8Sts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duplex_locomotive

http://www.freerails.com/view_topic.php?
id=4011&forum_id=19&highlight=herb
http://www.freerails.com/view_topic.php?
id=4011&forum_id=19&highlight=herb
http://www.freerails.com/view_topic.php?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duplex_locomotive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duplex_locomotive

http://www.douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/LOCOLOCO/swissHP/swissHP.htm
http://www.douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/LOCOLOCO/swissHP/swissHP.htm

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duplex_locomotive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duplex_locomotive

http://www.douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/LOCOLOCO/swissHP/swissHP.htm
http://www.douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/LOCOLOCO/swissHP/swissHP.htm
http://www.douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/LOCOLOCO/swissHP/swissHP.htm

http://www.trainweb.org/nzgearedlocomotives/johnston.html
http://www.trainweb.org/nzgearedlocomotives/johnston.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vAlva9zNYJo

http://www.trainweb.org/nzgearedlocomotives/johnston.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vAlva9zNYJo

http://www.trainweb.org/nzgearedlocomotives/johnston.html
http://www.trainweb.org/nzgearedlocomotives/johnston.html

‘https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vAlva9zNYJo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vAlva9zNYJo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vAlva9zNYJo

imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.douglasself.com%2FMUSEUM%2FLOCOLOCO%2Fbelgian%2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vAlva9zNYJo

Fbelg1s.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.douglasself.com%2FMUSEUM%2FLOCOLOCO%2Fbelgian%2
Fbelgian.htm&docid=WrDefen5Sv8myM&tbnid=M9xAilI4cPMHM%3A&vet=1&w=780&h=415&client=safari&bi

But, were they successful? Erm. How many have you seen?
Maybe that answers the question!
Click on the images for more information
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OPEN HOUSE WEEKEND ON THE SEVERN VALLEY RAILWAY - APRIL 18, 2018
Neil Fraser

The trip to Kidderminster took about 2hrs from Macclesfield including a stop at Hilton Park services for a toilet/coffee break. The
traffic was running okay, but I wouldn’t go down the M5 again for some time as there’s a 30mph speed limit and single lane
section near the M6. We had some delays through the road works but kept at least kept moving. We parked up at Kidderminster
station and watched the trains shunting coaches into the platforms.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GWR_7800_Class_7802_Bradley_Manor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GWR_7800_Class_7802_Bradley_Manor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GWR_7800_Class_7802_Bradley_Manor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GWR_7800_Class_7802_Bradley_Manor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GWR_7800_Class_7802_Bradley_Manor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GWR_7800_Class_7802_Bradley_Manor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GWR_7800_Class_7802_Bradley_Manor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GWR_7800_Class_7802_Bradley_Manor

We went to the booking office and purchased an event round trip ticket each then started reading the program/timetable. We
planned to go to Highley and look at the layouts in the new Engine House Museum. (Last time we visited we thought it was a
sports centre….. it really doesn’t look like a railway building!)
We boarded the first train out going to Bewdley hauled by Bellerophon. We then planned to catch the later train in the platform at
Kidderminster to Highley, then go to the Engine House and then go on to Bridgenorth and look around the Loco Works before
catching a train back to Kidderminster to look around the Diesel Works. Well that was our plan.

http://kwvr.co.uk/steam-train/haydockfoundry-0-6-0wt-well-tank-bellerophon/
http://kwvr.co.uk/steam-train/haydockfoundry-0-6-0wt-well-tank-bellerophon/
http://kwvr.co.uk/steam-train/haydockfoundry-0-6-0wt-well-tank-bellerophon/

On the way we passed the Zoo Park.
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https://www.svrwiki.com/SR_34027_Taw_Valley
https://www.svrwiki.com/SR_34027_Taw_Valley
https://www.svrwiki.com/SR_34027_Taw_Valley
https://www.svrwiki.com/SR_34027_Taw_Valley
https://www.svrwiki.com/SR_34027_Taw_Valley
https://www.svrwiki.com/SR_34027_Taw_Valley
https://www.svrwiki.com/SR_34027_Taw_Valley

Before arriving at Bewdley we had time to watch some shunting with Taw Valley and Bellerophon running around through the
platforms before our train arrived to take us on to Highley.

Our next train arrived on the other platform so we crossed via the covered bridge this gives some better views of the station and
operations.
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We boarded the train composed of LNER Teak stock. The coaches were well kept and you can see out of the windows, (not like
my trip to Barrow last year!).

At Highley we crossed over to the Engine House via a foot bridge and walked up to the museum on the site of an old coal mine.
The Museum housed 28 layouts. Most were small and a lot were new to me. The museum also houses the loco’s ‘out of ticket’
and awaiting rebuilding. The layouts were in the middle of the hall and some in the exhibition area. Upstairs is a cafe, where we
had a quick snack, with a viewing platform and a play area for kids.

https://www.svrwiki.com/BR_3MT_82045
https://www.svrwiki.com/BR_3MT_82045
https://www.svrwiki.com/BR_3MT_82045
https://www.svrwiki.com/BR_3MT_82045
https://www.svrwiki.com/BR_3MT_82045
https://www.svrwiki.com/BR_3MT_82045
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There were some nice layouts but we couldn’t stop long as we wanted to see the loco works and the Kidderminster layouts. So it
was back to the station where, this time, we had some GWR coaches with Taw Valley up front. At Bridgenorth we finally got on to
the main platform (the footbridge is only small and not built for 200 to cross at one time). We passed the new station extension
building that was having its roof fitted, then walked around to the Boiler Shop. On the way we passed the ‘new build’ BR
Standard Class 3 tank. Inside we looked around at all the work in progress where several narrow gauge boilers were being built
and repaired as well as standard gauge rebuilds with new platework and stays.

The works has a contract with the Isle of Man Railway to build some new boilers and repair those that are salvageable.
Caledonia’s boiler was ready for collection and refitting very soon.

Some other smaller boilers were being built for narrow gauge quarry 0-4-0 tank loco’s and show what is inside a boiler.
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Next door is the loco works machine shop with some very impressive machine tools and some very large drill bits.

Beyond the machine shop is the loco works with several loco’s under repair/rebuild. One loco was without its cylinders and
another had had a new section inserted into its frames and was in the process of being welded back together after a crack
around its horn blocks couldn’t be stopped. Some very impressive work was in progress.

https://www.svrwiki.com/GWR_813_Saddle_Tank
https://www.svrwiki.com/GWR_813_Saddle_Tank
https://www.svrwiki.com/GWR_813_Saddle_Tank
https://www.svrwiki.com/GWR_813_Saddle_Tank
https://www.svrwiki.com/GWR_813_Saddle_Tank
https://www.svrwiki.com/GWR_813_Saddle_Tank
https://www.svrwiki.com/GWR_813_Saddle_Tank
https://www.svrwiki.com/GWR_813_Saddle_Tank

Then it was time to get back to Kidderminster to see the Diesel depot. Our loco back was Taw Valley with the GWR coach set.
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The other trains on the line were hauled by a Class 50 Diesel and a double headed tank engine set. We needed a cup of tea on
arrival so off to the cafe and then on to the Diesel Depot. On arriving there, we found a sign saying that the exhibition was
closing at 16,00 and it was 16,20 ……. but we found some layouts that were just starting to pack up.
The works is another well equipped building with jacks, cranes and pits. Several loco’s were under repair and outside there
were several locos in the yards either side of the building with the station end having a turntable.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_14

After we had looked around the staff were removing the barriers so cars could be loaded with the remaining layouts.

As we were leaving, the last train of the day was getting ready
to return to Bridgnorth (the 2 GWR tank locos).

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”

Overall it was a very good day out and I would have loved to
have seen more, but that will have to wait until my next visit.
Next time I would visit the Diesel depot first, then Highley, then
Bridgnorth as the last trains back are at 1712 and 1755hrs, but
that would mean I wouldn’t get home until 2130hrs, or later!
***************************************

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, Crewe
Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,
CW5 7LG
01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk
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GERMANY, HERE WE COME!
PART 1 - HAMBURG
Mike Hebblethwaite
I have to say that 0330 is not exactly my favourite time of
day to be ‘up and about’ but, as they say, “A man has to do
what a man has to do!” There have been times when I have
seen 0330 in the past, but they were many years ago and
were simply times that followed midnight during more
youthful revelries! It has rarely, since then, marked the
beginning of a day!
The Hauptbahnhof, Hamburg

More than a year ago, Shaun (Horrocks), Neil (Fraser) and I
vowed to make a determined effort to visit “Miniatur
Wunderland” in Hamburg but the project, somehow, seemed
to be ever diverted by family holidays, exhibitions and a host
of other commitments. Then we read about the

Reeperbahn (actually a hostel) was quick and relatively
inexpensive and our accomodation proved to be clean if a
little basic …. well, it was very cheap!

“Intermodellbau” (a huge 5 day model exhibition) taking

After a quick refresh and settle into our rooms, we set off for

place in Dortmund. Why not combine a visit to this show with

“Miniatur Wunderland” which, as a welcome leg-stretcher

the ‘planned’ visit to Hamburg? And, hey, Udo lives in

following our journey, was about a half hour walk from our

Wuppertal (with it’s unique transport system) ….. why not

hotel. We arrived with just over half an hour to spare for our

visit (or is that inflict ourselves upon?) him as well? The

1300hr booking at “M.W” so we were forced to kill time in the

opportunity was irresistible!

cafe next door with an excellent coffee and a sumptuous

I won’t bore you with all the planning details. Suffice it to say
they included me picking up Shaun at 0430 and us both

cake. Oh, the trials of being a tourist!
And so to “Miniatur Wunderland”.

meeting up with Neil at Manchester Airport at 0515!
Booking in with ‘easyJet’ was a doddle, our 0730 flight to

It’s big! Very big. And if you are thinking of visiting, 6 hours
Hamburg a breeze and our train journey from Hamburg

can pass before you know it! There’s so much to look at.

Airport to the Hauptbahnhof (Central station) was smooth,

As you probably already know, the display is split up into

efficient and comfortable. A taxi ride to our A&O hotel on the

‘country’ themes, the first you see being the USA.
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This display is a ‘model montage’ (as are all the 'country

great to see the steam hauled ‘California Daylight’ with its

displays) with high mountains and desert landscapes

semi-streamlined loco - but seems odd for it to be followed

(reminiscent of Utah and Nevada), a miniature Las Vegas

by a very modern, multi unit hauled freight complete with its

and a depiction of the Florida Keys (complete with Cape

air-cushioned box cars. Some trains contain a very

Kennedy). It has typically long trains operating continuously

unprototypical mix of old and modern freight stock complete

along with superb highways, intersections and side streets

with a trailing caboose. Some of the freight cars used were,
in reality, introduced long after the caboose was consigned
to history!
Whilst this display is impressive, some sections of it were
poorly modelled (it was one of their first and is now some 15
years old) including some of the mountain scenery and
buildings with ‘Las Vegas’ being particularly toy-like. As with
all the displays, lighting effects go through a 24hr cycle with
simulated dawn, daylight, dusk and ‘darkness’ and it is
during this latter period that ‘Vegas’ is best seen ……. it

with moving cars, vans and trucks ……. and all the traffic
stops appropriately when the Fire Service is called out!
Amazingly, all vehicles have working head and tail lights (not
that unusual, you may think), indicators, brake lights and
hazard waning flashers (!). Vehicles stop/start at
intersections and signal which way they are turning. Vehicles
change lanes on the ‘interstate’ to overtake (with appropriate
indications), ‘break down’ with hazard warning flashers and
…….. the list is impressively endless!
The trains themselves are suitably long but there is a curious
(and disappointing) mix of periods not only between the
different trains, but also within the trains themselves. It’s

looks like Blackpool on steroids!
The harbour scene is impressive with its huge, HO scale,
radio controlled ships, warehousing, service trains and
general quayside activity and the standard of modelling is an
improvement on the US section. But why, oh why, haven’t
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they added any colour to the crystal clear water? Harbour
water, in my experience, is always, at best, murky and at
times gives every appearance of being a good substitute for
draft Guiness! Adding a suitable dye to the water would
greatly add to the realism.
Everyone must surely have heard of ‘the airport scene’ which
fully deserves its outstanding reputation. It is huge, has
somewhere in the region of 100 taxis ready and waiting to
whisk people away from the superbly modelled terminal

www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyyWPcqAyqQ

Equally impressive is the newest of the displays. Italy. The
standard of modelling, we all three agreed, was well up to the

building and has an impressive array of aircraft loading/

highest exhibition standard we have ever seen. It is simply

unloading on the apron. Aircraft also taxi to and from the

stunning! Pompeii is modelled complete with a night time

runway and, YES, they really do take off and land…..

eruption of neighbouring Vesuvius …… Yes, I did say

complete with all the appropriate sound effects! There are

ERUPTION! In ‘daylight’, Vesuvius looms ominously behind

also ‘service vehicles’ of all kinds weaving their way between

the Pompeii scene and captures the threat it embodies very

the aircraft and various parts of the airport. A truely stunning

convincingly. When the lights dim, the volcano erupts

display ….. and not just because of its sheer scale. It really is

(magnificent sound effects that you can actually feel!) and

well modelled, convincingly and realistically operated and

lava begins to flow from the summit. It (the lava) gradually

has the added touch of humour with a ‘flying visit’ by ……..

extends as several separate flows down the mountain until

No! That would spoil it. You really should see this for yourself!

the eruption ends. Cleverly, the absence of lava feed from the

Other displays are equally stunning. The Swiss section

summit produces a gradually reducing movement of lava flow

projects through two floors and, from the first vantage point,

until all the lava has reached the base. This is accompanied

gives a helicopter view from half way up the scene to the

by a simulated and extending ‘cooling’ of the lava flows from

mountain summit with its metre gauge railways and the rack

the summit down. Very realistic!!

and pinion line up the superbly modelled mountain side to the

Rome with its Coliseum and St Peters Square (complete with

town a heady 15ft, or so, below! From the lower (town level)

Papal appearance on the balcony), Venice with its ‘Canaletto’

viewing point, the whole scene rises a full 30ft or more. This

view of St Marks Square and depictions of both

is HOm modelling on a gargantuan scale! The railways are

Mediterranean and Adriatic resort landmarks complete this

utterly dwarfed (as they should be!) by the immensity of the

superb display.

scenery.
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxFBJNRi_vY
www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxFBJNRi_vY
www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxFBJNRi_vY
www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxFBJNRi_vY
www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxFBJNRi_vY
www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxFBJNRi_vY
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Features of the many other displays include Mediaeval

They are even ‘called in’ to fully automated recharging
facilities and returned to the display once the process is
complete. Amazing!
Was it worth the visit? Three yesses! It was an experience
not to be missed and all of us were agreed that it had been
an amazing eye opener. Would we go again? Mmmm,
there’s a third floor that they’re ‘working on’ with a British
display and several others in the pipeline ……….. give it
three or four years and it’ll definitely be on our radar. Would
we recommend it to you now? A resounding YES.
That part of our visit over, we went in search of food and
found a delightful and very friendly Irish pub (the ‘Barley and
Malt Craft Bier Bar’) on our way back to the hotel which we
would also highly recommend.

jousting, an open air pop concert, a football stadium (with
50,000+ spectators!), an opera house that opens to show the
audience and the animated orchestra and a MAGLEV train
that must pull at least 9G as it accelerates away from the
station to achieve its ‘cruising speed’ of approximately 300
mph!
All the ‘country’ scenes seem to use a high percentage of
Marklin model railway products (including their three rail
studded track) and the smoothness with which they run
speaks volumes for the company’s attention to robustness
and reliability.
The whole ‘shebang’ is computer controlled and their control
rooms really are a sight to behold! Rack upon rack of display
screens monitor every aspect of operation! Even the moving
vehicles, of which there must be hundreds (they are present
on every ‘country’ display), are automatically controlled.

And the Reeperbahn? Aw, come on! Our average age is
65+! A couple of beers and bed, that’s all we wanted! We’d
been up since daft o’clock, spent almost 6 hours at the
Miniatur Wonderland and walked, maybe, 4 or 5 miles. We
also had a relatively early start in prospect for the next leg of
our journey . What would we want with the night life?
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All I’ll say is that it is a lot sleazier that I remember it from 40
odd years ago!

NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTIONS

We started on our journey to Wuppertal the next day …….
but you’ll have to wait ’til next month for that ‘instalment’!

COMING NEXT MONTH - WUPPERTAL’S
UNIQUE MONORAIL SYSTEM

IF YOU HAVEN’T ALREADY DONE SO, DON’T FORGET
THAT YOU CAN SUBSCRIBE TO THIS FREE NEWSLETTER WITH A
VERY EASY SIGN UP

SIMPLY VISIT THE CLUB’S WEBSITE AT:-

www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk

OR THE CLUB’S FACEBOOK PAGE AT:-

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

BENEFITS?

NO MORE HAVING TO REMEMBER TO TRAWL “T’INTERWEB” (AS 136
OF YOU DID LAST MONTH!) FOR YOUR FREE COPY EVERY MONTH
….. IT ARRIVES DIRECT TO YOUR E-MAIL ‘IN BOX’.

GET YOUR FREE COPY AT LEAST FIVE DAYS BEFORE IT IS
PUBLISHED ANYWHERE ELSE.

EXCLUSIVE OCCASIONAL SPECIAL OFFERS, NOTIFICATIONS OF
EVENTS AND INVITES TO SUBSCRIBERS ONLY.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“CHESHIRE MODELS”
37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield
01625 511646
www.cheshiremods.org.uk
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they’ve gone green! This is because their ‘frame’ already has

THE LAST WORD

a ‘red link’ to their website and, quite frankly, if you can’t click
What can I say?

that to find what you want, there’s little else I can do!

I hope you’ve enjoyed this issue with its new features - the

And whilst we’re on that note, you’ll find a few more

‘extra’ information and video links - and that they have

“recommended traders” in next month’s issue. These are the

added an ‘extra dimension’ to this Newsletter. I have to say

traders that support our annual show, travel at their own

that, whilst it’s been a bit of a trial getting to grips with the

expense and are happy to spend time talking to you about

processes involved, I’ve very much enjoyed adding that ‘bit

their products and give you their recommendations and

extra’ and the research involved in finding that information.

advice …… everything you’d expect from a good model

I’ve done a few sums (on the back of the ubiquitous fag

shop or specialist supplier.

packet, I’ll admit) and I reckon that, with the same printed

Every one of those retailers will receive a copy of this

information, this edition of your Newsletter would cover more

Newsletter to show that we support them every bit as much

that 150 pages!!

as they support us. Without them our hobby could not exist.

I’ve also worked out that, if you find any useful links,

They support you. Please support them.

downloads, videos …….. (the list is endless!), we really
could make this Newsletter a mine of useful information provided that, of course, you let me know what you’ve found!

Until next month.
I hope you long continue to enjoy your hobby.

It’s a very simple process …… you find something on’t
t’interweb, you note its URL address (where you found it)
and then you send it to ‘the dinosaur’ at ‘MMRGNewsLetter@hotmail.com' and, hey presto, it appears in the
Newsletter. What is it that bloody meerkat says? “Simples”.
Come on, folks, this could really ‘take off’. All it needs is you
as a booster rocket!

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES
Newsletter:-

The observant amongst you will have noticed that our

e-mail

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

‘recommended retailers’ are no longer framed in red ……..
telephone 07761 122126

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”
30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY
0161 928 5940
“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone 07796 457978
07761 122126

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

“THE MODEL CENTRE”
Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,
YO22 5LF
01947 899125
“www.themodelcentre.com"

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model Railway
Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red link above.
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